Abstract-In order to achieve automatic prediction and warning of hazardous crowd behaviors, a Spatio-Temporal Volume (STV) analysis method is proposed in this research to detect crowd abnormality recorded in CCTV streams. The method starts from building STV models using video data. STV slices -called Spatio-Temporal Textures (STT) -can then be analyzed to detect crowded regions. After calculating the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) among those regions, abnormal crowd behavior can be identified, including panic behaviors and other behavioral patterns. In this research, the proposed STT signatures have been defined and experimented on benchmarking video databases. The proposed algorithm has shown a promising accuracy and efficiency for detecting crowd-based abnormal behaviors. It has been proved that the STT signatures are suitable descriptors for detecting certain crowd events, which provide an encouraging direction for real-time surveillance and video retrieval applications.
I. BACKGROUND
The data obtained from CCTV cameras are 2D image sequences called frames. Each frame of these video data contains spatial information of various visual patterns. However, a single frame doesn't contain useful temporal information such as motions and trajectories of those patterns. In order to explore the temporal features, two or more consecutive frames need to be analyzed together. Horn and Schunck [1] first introduced Optical Flow Field to describe instant motion between two consecutive frames, fellow researchers [2] have conducted experiments using optical flow features to realize crowd abnormality detection. However, the computational complexity of optical flow is high, which limits its real-time performance. Other approaches such as motion field have been used to extract spatio-temporal information, yet suffering from object tracking problems caused by occlusion [3] . In this research, low-level and 2D texture features are utilized to avoid excessive computation because they only require pixel-wise calculation. This approach has ensured the computational time is independent from the actual crowds' density and event types. Following sections will explain how to reconstruct and utilize texture features for abnormal crowd behavior detection in details.
II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL VOLUME CONSTRUCTION Spatio-Temporal Volume (STV) is first proposed by Aldelson and Bergen [4] . Figure 1 illustrates the STV construction process. In Figure 1 To further process obtained STV models, slices of a STV model called Spatio-Temporal Textures (STT) can be extracted to learn patterns from the texture such as human or vehicle movement. For example Niyogi [5] has used STT to analyze the gait of individual pedestrian. In Figure 1 (c) STV is cut either horizontally or vertically at certain position along time axis, to obtain STTs, and Figure 1(d) shows an example of extracted STTs describing pedestrians' motion through time. In this paper, various STT patterns -STT signatures -are studied to enabling the differentiation of ordinary crowd patterns from the abnormal ones. 
1) Statistical Texture Features
This type of feature is obtained by collecting gray scale value related between target pixel and neighbor pixel, and then calculating first-, second-and higher-degree statistical features such as contrast, variance etc. The most frequently used statistical texture features is Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [6] , which will be probed in next section.
2) Model Type Texture Features
This type assumes texture can be described by certain parameter controlled distribution model. How to find the most accurate parameter value is the core issue of this approach. Benezeth [7] proposed an algorithm using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) associated with a Spatio-Temporal neighborhood co-occurrence matrix to describe the texture feature.
3) Signal Domain Texture Features
In this approach, textures are defined in a transform domain by certain transformation or filters such as wavelet [8] . It is based on the assumption that the energy distribution of frequency domain can be used to classify textures.
In this research, GLCM feature has been explored to test its performance in STT signature identification. Since GLCM belongs to statistical domain, sophisticated algorithms for detecting semantically high level information can be avoided to save computation time. In the meantime, detailed information such as individual movement isn't necessary, because the focus of this research is the detection of abnormal crowd behavior. Therefore, the main strategy of this approach is to extract raw GLCM texture feature from relevant STTs. Once acquired these features, histogram distributions along time will be observed to study crowd patterns. A five-stage process flow of this approach is shown in Figure 2 . The Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), known as Grey Tone Spatial Dependency Matrix, is first proposed by Robert M Haralick [6] . By definition the GLCM is a statistic tabulation of the probability of different pixel grey scale values occurs in an image. In brief, assuming the gray scale of current image is divided to three levels, GLCM will store the number of neighboring pairs of these three levels. A sample GLCM is shown in Figure 3 . Details of the GLCM algorithm can be found in [9] . In most cases, STTs are irregular, thus the obtained results of G are very likely to be asymmetric. According to the GLCM definition, G represents the gray-scale pair relations along one direction, the transposed matrix is then calculated to represent the relation matrix along opposite direction, and then the symmetric matrix S is obtained by adding G' and G, to represent the complete relations a direction. Next step is the normalization, the probability matrix P is obtained from S by using the following equation (1).
Next, texture features can be calculated from the probability matrix P. The resulting low level texture patterns are named here as STT signatures namely contrast signatures, orderliness signatures, and descriptive statistical signatures.
B. Signature Definitions
Contrast signatures describe how drastically the gray scale value of current image changes in terms of contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity and similarity.
The farther pixel pairs from diagonal in P represents higher difference in gray scale values (contrast), thus the contrast can be obtained by (2).
Similar to contrast, dissimilarity also represents difference in gray scale values, except it increases linearly instead of exponentially, dissimilarity can be obtained by (3).
Homogeneity is also called Inverse Different Moment (IDM), on the contrary, homogeneity represents how less the contrast is, when the contrast of image is low, value of homogeneity could be large. Equation (4) shows how to get homogeneity.
Similar to dissimilarity, linear version of homogeneity can be obtained by using (5).
The Table 1 gives a comparison of contrast related patterns for different image. GLCM calculation window size is set to 50 by 50 pixels large, GLCM direction is set to horizontal, calculation step is fixed to 1 pixel, and number of gray scale level is set to 8. Figure in Orderliness related patterns describe how orderly or regular of gray scale value distribution, including Angular Second Moment, Energy and Entropy. Angular Second Moment (ASM) comes from physics [11] , used to measure rotational acceleration. ASM could be obtained using (6) , its value increases while the orderliness of gray scale value distribution is high.
The Energy equals to the square root of ASM, as (7).
On contrary to energy, entropy describes how irregular current gray scale distribution is, value of entropy decreases when distribution is less orderly. Entropy can be expressed as (8).
In Table 1 Descriptive Statistics related patterns consist of statistics derived from GLC matrix, including GLCM Mean, GLCM Variance and GLCM Correlation. It needs to be emphasized that these patterns describes the statistic of pixel pair gray scale relation, but not typical gray scale value. Two GLCM Mean values can be obtained by using (9) , note that the probability matrix P is symmetric, two mean values are identical.
GLCM Variance and Standard Deviation can be obtained through (10) and (11).
Finally according to the calculated GLCM Mean and GLCM Variance, the GLCM Correlation is obtained by using (12) .
In Table 1 , signatures from six STTs are listed. These clips are extracted at different parts of the STV model, images (a-c) are from normal part, and images (d-f) are from abnormal part. By comparing pattern values of normal and abnormal clips, following patterns can be identified. Firstly image clip at normal state usually has lower contrast, entropy and variance. Images (a-c) all have lower contrast than images (d-f). Image (b) has higher contrast than Image (a) and (c), it's because most contrast is generated by the lawn. Secondly image clip at normal state usually has higher ASM value than clips at abnormal state. Thirdly, among all other patterns, Contrast, ASM, Entropy and Variance show most significant changes between normal and abnormal states. Thus these four patterns are assumed to be most appropriate for abnormal detection, and are labeled in Table 1 .
IV. ABNORMAL DETECTION USING STT SIGNATURES
The gray scale image transformed from the STT in Figure 1(d) is displayed in Figure 4 . The test video is from UMN dataset [10] . All videos from this dataset contain a normal crowd scene following with an abnormal event, mostly panic behavior. The ground truth of normal and abnormal behaviors is manually marked on Figure 4 , by using a color bar at the bottom of the figure. The brighter bar indicates normal state and the darker bar indicates abnormal state. It can be observed that different visual patterns of this figure match the labeled ground truth. Also same color bars are used for labeling ground truth in following figures. It is expected that the differences of patterns will reflect on the defined STT signatures. According to the definition of STT, the column index represents frame index in original video, thus by summing up each column calculated by GLCM texture features, the change of GLCM feature patterns over time can be observed. As stated in following Section, Contrast, ASM, Entropy and Variance are used for performance evaluation. The performance of proposed signature on the first video footage of UMN dataset is shown in figure 6 . The approach is also compared with these based on Optical Flow [12] and Social Force Model [13] . The result shows that the detection accuracy of proposed approach is better than Optical Flow but worse than Social Force Model. However the processing speed of proposed approach is faster than both of the approaches. For example, it takes about 100 seconds to obtain optical flow patterns of UMN's first video, yet it takes only about 20 seconds to obtain proposed signature. This still makes STT GLCM signature a competitive approach for crowd abnormal behavior detection. In conclusion, GLCM texture features in STTs extracted from STV models are studied and utilized to detect abnormal crowd behaviors. Under all tested scenarios, the panic crowd abnormal behaviors are successfully detected. In a fully automated system, the selection of slice positions need to be decided by standardized models and operations. Thus how to extract STTs with most information in the shortest time will be investigated in the future.
